
YORK METAL PRODUCTS SHIPS  
TO THE UNITED STATES

WORRIES,  
HASSLE NO

Buying goods internationally can be risky. Each 
country has its own set of guidelines and laws 
to abide by, as well as taxes to be paid when 

a shipment arrives. If these matters are not taken into 
account, surprise charges and longer wait times may 
result. While we all love surprises, these aren’t the  
kind of surprises anyone would welcome.

At York Metal Products, our goal is to make the complex simple,  
and that includes cross border shipping. When you order from us,  
the products will be delivered right to your door – no hassle, no  
extra charges, no surprises. 

We know that failure to meet guidelines set by US Customs may result 
in costly and timely penalties for you. We work directly with a customs 
broker to ensure everything is taken care of upfront, including making 
sure that shipments are cleared as quickly as possible, are properly 
insured and will arrive within a reasonable timeframe.

Over the years we have realized that if we were not part of the 
shipping process, and it is left completely in the hands of the 
customer, our customers may experience hold ups and delays,  
which often mean extra freight costs. 

York Metal Products always ships product with customs documents 
including NAFTA and Pro-Invoices with Harmonized System (HS) 
Tariff codes assigned to each product to ensure clearance through US 



Visit our website at yorkmetalproducts.com or give us a  
call at 905-660-7238 and REQUEST A QUOTE TODAY!

customs. We also work with import and export brokerage companies 
that assist us when we require HS Tariff codes or if we need to clear 
on behalf of a customer who does not have a brokerage company of 
their own.

Since York Metal Products ships a variety of product, from spun or 
welded exhaust assemblies to full coating pan assemblies, we have 
built up a fair understanding of what is required to get product 
shipped smoothly across the US border.

When you order from York Metal Products, the cost of shipping,  
taxes and all other fees are included in our quoted price, so when  
you receive your products, there will never be additional charges. 

We can handle all your shipping details or simply help you get the 
best price and delivery date. We work with all carriers and handle 
electronic data interchange (EDI) of shipping and transportation 

documents, as well as drop shipping or anything else you need  
to get your order moved from our plant to anywhere in the US.

As an added bonus, the current low Canadian dollar presents a  
great opportunity for US companies to purchase Canadian products 
at a much lower rate. So, in addition to hassle free shipping, you will 
receive top quality products at unbeatable prices.

Working with us also brings two important elements in the 
manufacturing process together—design and production—reducing 
unnecessary costs, helping to solve unique problems and driving 
innovation. We specialize in new product and process development, 
simplifying even the most complex metal fabrication assemblies 
through our unique combination of high-tech equipment, an expert 
team and a start-to-finish value-based approach. And, we will 
collaborate with you on any custom designs you have in mind.

When you order 
from York Metal 
Products, the cost 
of shipping, taxes 
and all other fees 
are included in our 
quoted price, so 
when you receive 
your products, 
there will never be 
additional charges.


